
Product Details:
Model name:  Professional salon use hair curling tongs F998B
Shell material:  PET
MOQ:  1-100, 000pcs
Payment term:  T/T, L/C, Paypal, Western Union
Advantage:  Ceramic barrels heat hair evenly for curls and waves
Barrel length:  Extra long 210mm
Wire label:  Customized
Warranty:  PTC for 2 years
Package:  PVC window box or shoe box
Main markets:  Western Europe, Southeast Asia, Middle East, North America 
Number of employees:  150-200 people
Annual turnover:  USD50-200 million

F998B catalog with injection handle and ceramic barrel:
F998B is professional salon use hair curling tong, the new design swivel handle, and salon use 8 feet swivel
cord. The hair curler F998B is good for creating sexy waves, curls. Nano ceramic barrel can make hair shine and
smooth.

More information about hair culer F998B:
Here is detail photos about long barrel, heat settings, swivel handle, and swivel cord.
 

F998B other barrel type for options:
We have other optional for barrel type, such as chrome titanium, gold titanium instead of ceramic barrel.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products.html
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Salon-use-wholesale-410F-hair-curler-F998G.html#.WDVjGPS7en8


extra long barrel F998B is very popular in middle east for long, thick and coarse hair.

 

Other barrel size for F998B:
The barrel comes in different sizes #19,#22,#25,#28,#32,#38. Choose one based on the look you want to
achieve. For perfect bend use a 2-inch curling iron. 1 ½ inch for sexy, loose waves, 1 ¼ inch it can create lovely
sexy loose waves. You can also use it for tight waves.

Giftbox for high quality PTC hair styling iron F998B:
PVC window box is favored by lot clients. Beside we also provide other high end type gift box such as magnetic
gift box, shoe box.

Unique feature for F998B long curling iron:
* Professional extra long hair curling iron for salon use;



* Nano ceramic barrel smooth surface, provide silky, smooth hair style;
* High 410F temperature for volume, curls, wave;
* 2.65m swivel cord for professional salon use;
* Heat ring ring changes from red to white when working;
* High quality PTC heater Instant even heat-up and recovery, begin straightening hair after 60s;

Packaging & Delivery:

Packaging details:

* Giftbox packing
* Size of GB: 46.1* 12.5 * 6.0cm
* 24pcs/ctn
* Carton size: 52.5cm * 47.5cm * 31 cm
* G.W.: 16.5 KG
* N.W.: 6.5 KG
* 1 * 20GP: 14500pcs
* 1 * 40GP: 29000pcs

Delivery details: By express DHL, UPS, FEDEX or by air

Useful tips for curling iron F998B:
1. Moisturize your hair, it is important that your hair is well-moisturized especially if you are using it often.
2. Choose the right barrel size for curling tongs, the large size for big, bouncy curls, while the small size for tight
curls.
3. Choose ceramic and tourmaline curling irons, they are less damageing to your hair. Ceramic curling iron can
heat hair evenly, while tourmaline curling iron has negative ions that seal the  cuticles of the hair to preserve
the moisture in it.
4. Choose the right temperature. If you have fragile, colored hair, go for the lowest setting. On the other hand, if
you have coarse hair, you can go a little bit higher.
5.Use heat protectant products before styling, this will help to minimize the damage to your hair.
6.Do not use curling iron when hair is wet or damp, applying heat on wet or damp hair can cause damage and
breakage.



Other similar type of curling iron model F998+:
FBT provide wide range of classic hair curling irons for hair styling. Here is our other heating curing
tongs F998B+, ideal for fast curling and sculpting, is the best choice for girls.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Hot-selling-extra-long-hair-curler-for-professional-salon-F998B.html#.WDVg9PS7en8
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Professional-salon-use-curling-iron-with-extra-long-barrel-F998B.html#.WDVibfS7en8

